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This paper aims to outline a series of thoughts around the topic of fascist aesthetics. In 1981, 
Benjamin Buchloh argued that the revival of representational forms after abstraction signaled a 
political regression toward authoritarianism. It is the hope of this analysis to expand on 
Buchloh’s argument in light of the recent claims of fascist revival, particularly in the United 
States. Looking at aesthetic examples of definitive fascism from the early 20th century as well as 
the aesthetic culture from the latter par tof the 20th century around the time Buchloh was writing, 
this project can function as a lens through which to view the current cultural and political 
landscape of 2021. Utilizing the abstract foundation of psychological structure as outlined by 
Georges Bataille in 1979, this paper aims to inspire an expanded meditation on the topic of 
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Fig. 1. Haacke, Hans. Homage to Marcel Broodthaers. 1982, Oil on canvas, stanchions  
with velvet rope, red carpet, photo mural. Installation: 17 3/8 × 348 in. (44.2 × 883.92 
cm) .1) Photo negative: 8 × 10 in. (20.32 × 25.4 cm) .2) Oil painting frame: 35 1/2 × 29 
1/2 × 3 in. (90.17 × 74.93 × 7.62 cm) .3a-b) Stanchion height: 39 in. (99.06 cm) .3a-b) 
Stanchion diameter: 12 in. (30.48 cm) .3c) Rope length: 73 in. (185.42 cm) .4a) Long red 
carpet: 345 × 36 in. (876.3 × 91.44 cm) .4b) Short red carpet: 112 × 36 in. (284.48 × 
91.44 cm) .5) Painting light: 5 1/4 × 8 × 5 1/2 in. (13.34 × 20.32 × 13.97 cm) .6) Brass 
plaque: 5 1/2 × 12 in. (13.97 × 30.48 cm) DVD: 5 × 4 in. (12.7 × 10.16 cm). LACMA, 
Los Angeles. Available from: https://collections.lacma.org/node/203848. 
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Barbi. All Manifesto Show, installation image, 20 of 22,  
detail view. 06/01/1986. Available from: Artstor, library-artstor-
org.ezproxy.sothebysinstitute.com/asset/AFURNACEIG_10313900296 
 
Fig. 4. Carrà, Carlo. Interventionist Demonstration (Patriotic Holiday - Free-World Painting).  
1914, Tempera, pen, mica powder, and collage on cardboard, 38.5 x 30 cm. Mattioli 
Collection, on long term loan to the Peggy Guggenheim Collection, Venice. Available 
from: Artstor, library-artstor 
org.ezproxy.sothebysinstitute.com/asset/ARTSTOR_103_41822000478949 
 
Fig. 5. Longo, Robert. Untitled from ‘Men in the Cities’ series. 1980, Charcoal and graphite on  
paper, 243.8 x 121.9 cm. Available from:  
https://www.robertlongo.com/series/meninthecity/. 
 
Fig. 6. Breker, Arno. Die Partei. 1939. Bronze, Exact dimensions and current location unknown.  
Available from: https://library-artstor- 
org.ezproxy.sothebysinstitute.com/#/asset/ARTSTOR_103_41822000511889. 
 
Fig. 7. Maggi, Cesare. A winter landscape. Exact date unknown, Oil on canvas, 49.5 x 65.4 cm.  
Available from: https://www.christies.com/lot/lot-cesare-maggi-italian-1881-1961-a- 
winter-1332691. 
 
Fig. 8. Goldstein, Jack. The Jump. 1978, Still from 16mm film. Courtesy of Galerie Buchholz,  
New York.  
 
Fig. 9. Reifenstahl, Leni. Olympia: Diving Sequence. 1936, Still from black and white 16mm  
film. Available from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UcOFRonSqEE&t=235s. 
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This project aims to articulate a series of thoughts around fascism in art. The trajectory of 
the analysis is not historiographic but theoretical, adhering to a framework of psychological 
attributes as opposed to an exact timeline of the 20th century. There is much to be said about 
fascism and its aesthetics; indeed, there has been many books written on the topic. As within any 
discourse, this is a field comprised of as much contention as objective covenant. The goal of this 
thesis is to establish some fixed notions of how fascism manifests aesthetically in order to more 
accurately judge its re-emergence. Perhaps it is paradoxical to attempt to establish objective truth 
via abstract means, though the use of paradox for examining disparate ideas in close proximity to 
one another is a thematic tool that will be used throughout this endeavor. This introductory 
section will serve as an index for the terms used throughout as well as a justification for the 
methods chosen. 
 Three terms need to be defined before anything else can be written; these are 
authoritarianism, totalitarianism, and fascism. Imagining a spectrum that runs from democracy 
on one end to despotism on the other, these three are situated at the far right of the continuum. 
Authoritarianism is defined by its imposition of restrictive laws, constraints on social freedoms, 
suppression of political opposition, and the characterization of a severe government as a 
necessary evil. Totalitarianism refers to a governmental form in which there are no individual 
freedoms and an unlimited state power. Additionally, totalitarian regimes generally require an 
adherence to a specific national ideology. Fascism is generally understood to be positioned 
furthest right on the political spectrum; combining the most extreme qualities of authoritarianism 
and totalitarianism, underscored by ultranationalism and justified by racist and/or xenophobic 
dogma. It can be complicated to separate these three terms as totalitarian and fascist governments 
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are both extreme cases of authoritarianism and fascism is a form of totalitarianism, though it is 
contentious as to whether all totalitarian governments are always fascist as exemplified in the 
Soviet Union’s professedly anti-fascist communist government that developed fascist traits with 
the advance of Stalinism. Throughout this writing, totalitarianism and fascism will be used 
somewhat interchangeably, but the reader is urged to keep in mind the different meanings 
between these words. This analysis is primarily limited to fascism as it manifested in Italian 
Fascism and Nazism, though some allusions to the USSR under Stalin are included.  
 This series of essays was inspired in large part by Benjamin Buchloh’s Figures of 
Authority, Ciphers of Regression. Published in the Spring 1981 edition of October, Buchloh’s 
text argues that it is possible to pinpoint political movement through artwork – that is, not only 
where the political matrix was moving towards but also to what extent artists were responsible 
for generating the direction of this movement, “…to familiarize us with the political realities to 
come”1. Buchloh’s writing is persuasive for many reasons, among them the exigence conveyed 
by the threat of imminent, if not present, authoritarian revival in the 1980s. His urgent tone is 
indicative of a panic sustained since Hannah Arendt’s writing on totalitarianism in 1951 which 
described the historical legacy of and qualities that would come to define the totalitarian impulse. 
As it would turn out, authoritarian elements – i.e. censorship, surveillance, governmental appeal 
to nationalist sentiments – outlined in Arendt’s description were easily recognizable in countries 
ostensibly historically opposed to totalitarianism. In short, what Arendt’s description fed into an 
already extant distrust of the state. It may be important to note here that Arendt’s writing has 
recently been subject to more rigorous critique as her writing underwent a dramatic revival with 
 
1 Benjamin H. D. Buchloh. “Figures of Authority, Ciphers of Regression: Notes on the Return of Representation in 




the American presidential election of Donald Trump. As with all of the theorists cited in this text, 
it is the application of specific theoretical knowledge which is important, and it is not the 
intention to fully agree or disagree with any given theorists’ entire body of work. 
Of course, the fear that surrounds totalitarianism is warranted, as the rise of totalitarian 
regimes uncovered the disturbing capacity of humans to inflict horrific catastrophe and 
desolation on millions of their own species. This sentiment of distrust and fear is palpable in 
Buchloh’s writing which, in its panic, seems to place most of the blame for the rise of 
authoritarian movements on the revival of painting. It is important to note that many of the points 
made in Ciphers of Regression are cogent analyses of totalitarian propaganda and accurately 
name the fascist impulse in a variety of artwork; those familiar with Buchloh’s text will 
recognize some similar if not identical takes across what is written here. It is equally important to 
note, however, that what is written herein does not seek to validate the condemnation of 
representational painting. This is a message that will hopefully become clear: that the aesthetics 
of fascism can and should be defined, but the stylistic approaches employed to communicate 
fascist sentiments should not be pronounced evil forevermore. For, if we follow Buchloh’s logic 
to its end representational painting can never be redeemed. Furthermore, it restricts the ability to 
recognize possible fascist indications within things that we believe to be aesthetically ‘safe’ from 
certain political motivations.  
Ciphers of Regression is representative of a compulsion to find someone to fault for the 
devastation that ensued due to totalitarianism. Ironically, this oversimplification which draws a 
hard binary between good and evil was a common totalitarian tactic when appealing to the 
emotions of the masses. In yet another instance of irony, Buchloh’s polemic allows 
totalitarianism to fulfill its mission of domination into the future. So, another approach must be 
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taken, one that accounts for nuance and one that respects that its audience has the capacity to 
hold multiple ideas in their minds at once. This is the primary reason for the tone taken, 
intending to reveal and not rage - though the object of study is one which should enrage us. This 
is also the reason that this approach builds from theory; the bell hooks quote comes to mind, 
“Theory is not inherently healing, liberatory, or revolutionary. It fulfills this function only when 
we ask that it do so and direct our theorizing towards this end.”2 While this text may not heal or 
liberate or revolutionize, what bell hooks speaks to is the power of a theoretical approach when it 
is employed purposefully. The purpose here is to peel back some of the mystery in which 
fascism is shroud. 
 The basis of the abstract psychological attributes to be outlined in the coming pages are 
drawn from Georges Bataille’s The Psychological Structure of Fascism published in 1979. In 
this account, Bataille describes the two categories of societal phenomena as homogeneous and 
heterogeneous. It is important to clarify that, in this context, these categories correspond to 
abstract psychological currents and not to multicultural difference or ethnic sameness. Within 
every society there are heterogeneous and homogeneous elements, and at times they function in 
tandem. Here is the simplest definition Bataille provides for homogeneity: 
“Production is the basis of social homogeneity. Homogeneous society is productive 
society, namely useful society. Every useless element is excluded, not from all society, 
but from its homogeneous part. In this part, each element must be useful to another 
without the homogeneous activity ever being able to attain the form of activity valid in 
itself. A useful activity has a common measure with another useful activity, but not with 
activity for itself.” 3 
 
He goes on to use the helpful example of money as a ‘common measure.’ From what Bataille has 
written we can understand homogeneous societal components as those which work cohesively 
 
2 Hooks, Bell. "Theory as liberatory practice." Yale JL & Feminism 4 (1991): 2.  
3 Bataille, Georges, and Carl R. Lovitt. "The psychological structure of fascism." New German Critique 16 (1979): 
65.  
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because they cannot survive on their own. There is a lot more to the conversation about money as 
a cohesive common measure and homogeneity more generally, but for present purposes this 
definition is sufficient.  
 The concept of heterogeneity requires a much lengthier description, though it can be 
introduced by the statement “…the heterogeneous world includes everything resulting from 
unproductive expenditure.”4 Heterogeneity is constituted in large part by its irrational alterity in 
relation to cohesive and rational homogeneity, constituted by those things in society which exist 
in and of themselves and not as a function of productivity. A primary example of heterogeneity 
is found in the realm of the sacred. The sacred is comprised of many different elements, some 
pure (mana) and some impure (taboo). Sacredness is a good example of heterogeneity because it 
is very obviously defined by its relationship to affect; indeed, affect is a primary property of the 
sacred and every other heterogeneous thing. Bataille clarifies this point further by likening the 
affective, heterogeneous world to the unconscious mind and the controlled, homogeneous world 
to the conscious mind. According to Bataille, fascism is categorically heterogeneous. 
 Bataille postulates that the predominant societal trend toward either homogeneity or 
heterogeneity determines political structure: “Depending on whether the State is democratic or 
despotic, the prevailing tendency will be either adaptation or authority. In a democracy, the State 
derives most of its strength from spontaneous homogeneity, which it fixes and constitutes as the 
rule.”5 Walter Benjamin’s notion of the aestheticization of politics falls in line with Bataille’s 
heterogeneous characterization of fascism. This is revealed in one way by the spectacular 
distractions employed by fascist governments that appeal to affective dispositions as opposed to 
the rational mind. Bataille’s analysis is complex and it is not the target of this project to dissect 
 
4 Ibid., 69. 
5 Ibid., 66.  
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every structural and functional aspect of heterogeneity and homogeneity described in The 
Psychological Structure of Fascism, fascinating though they may be. A foundational 
understanding of these terms, however, is necessary to the rest of this project.  
The first reason for this choice of foundation is the previously mentioned intention to use 
theory as a lens to gain a nuanced perspective. The second reason is that it allows specific traits 
of authoritarianism to be identified in things that may not be fascist in their essence by posing it 
as a psychological continuum. In the same vein, the third reason is that Bataille’s description is 
so abstract that it allows lines of connection to appear across sources whose intersections would 
otherwise be hard to locate. Three qualities of fascist psychology can be deduced from Bataille’s 
writing and will be expounded upon in the following writing: unstable, absolute, and fascinating. 
These are the categories that will be developed in the coming sections.  
The trajectory of this thesis project has meandered and morphed in many ways since its 
original conception in the spring of 2020. One of the reasons this project focuses on fascism 
specifically is the political and social climate of 2020, as claims of fascist revival become 
increasingly prevalent. These claims have primarily revolved around the Trump presidency and 
its corresponding aesthetics as well as the mounting vocality of white nationalist groups. It is 
hard to say for sure that the threat of fascism as ever left the collective consciousness, despite 
arguments for the ‘emptiness’ of the word. It is also possible that the fascistic impulse has simply 
remained since the rise of totalitarian regimes of the 20th century. This is a topic rarely addressed 
self-reflexively because admitting our own potential weaknesses to the strategies of fascism is 
not easy or pleasant. It is the hope of this project to operate as a medium to measure not only to 
what extent we are implicated in the processes of determining aesthetic meaning but also what 




The instability of fascism is integral to its functioning. This statement runs counterintuitive to 
what is widely understood about fascism, or totalitarianism more generally, due to the extreme 
amount of control exercised by these kinds of government. Contemplation of the innerworkings 
of fascist logic, however, reveals a highly unstable psychological structure, perceptible on levels 
both conceptual and concrete. There are four facets of fascist instability that will be outlined 
here: utopianism, violence, narcissism, and paradox. The unstable nature of these attributes may 
already be clear, but the idiosyncratic role they play in totalitarian psychology adds a significant 
dimension to the aesthetic and theoretical discourses to which these concepts belong. This 
analysis will attempt to describe the instability of fascism through classic examples as seen in 
totalitarian art as well as through the reiterations of and responses to these attributes in 
contemporary art from the latter part of the 20th century, specifically the 1980s. 
The creation and sustenance of widespread instability is a crucial element to the totalitarian 
regime. Accepting Bataille’s theory, that heterogeneity is akin to the unconscious mind, we can 
understand the totalitarian environment to be spontaneous and chaotic, unreal and unordered. 
Despite the militaristic and bureaucratic appearances of authoritarianism conveying a strict sense 
of organization, promises of a final unification and order exist only in the future. This confusion 
of appearance and actuality reappears in various micro and macro iterations throughout 
totalitarian dogma and action, disrupting typical abilities to discern between reality and fantasy. 
By generating mass confusion, totalitarian leaders are able to remain in the role of revolutionary 
savior. In her account The Origins of Totalitarianism originally published in 1951, Hannah 
Arendt writes, 
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“For the totalitarian ruler is confronted with a dual task which at first appears contradictory 
to the point of absurdity: he must establish the fictitious world of the movement as a tangible 
working reality of everyday life, and he must, on the other hand, prevent this new world from 
developing a new stability; for a stabilization of its laws and institutions would surely 
liquidate the movement itself and with it the hope for eventual world conquest.”6 
 
Following Arendt’s overarching conception of the totalitarian movement as a machine, we can 
imagine uncertainty, chaos, and a deranged sense of hope as primary ingredients to the 
machine’s fuel. The instigation of instability procrastinates assurances about eventual peace and 
actively sequesters the society at hand in order to reinforce a narrative of national victimization. 
By existing in a reality uncommon with the rest of the world, alienation and world domination 
become responses that are not only sane but of noble imperative.  
 
Utopianism  
The cycles of negation and inversion that occur throughout the theoretical underpinnings of 
totalitarianism are well represented by the concept of utopia. As Frédéric Rouvillois conjectures 
in ‘Utopia and Totalitarianism,’ “By virtue of its enthronement of duplicity and double-speak, 
utopia emerges as a premonition of totalitarianism and its institutionalized schizophrenia.”7 
Today, the double-meaning of utopia, as conceived of by Sir Thomas More, is familiar to many: 
‘the good place’ (eu-topos) is simultaneously ‘the no place’ (ou-topos), bearing with it the 
intrinsic question as to if a perfect society can possibly be realized. What is demonstrated 
throughout totalitarianism is a superficial commitment to the creation of the good place and the 
actual establishment of a no-place that is alienated from the time-space of the exterior world. 
 
6 Hannah Arendt. The origins of totalitarianism. Vol. 244. Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 1973, p. 391.  
 
7 Frédéric Rouvillois. "Utopia and totalitarianism." Utopia: The search for the ideal society in the Western 
world (2000): 7. 
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This duplicitousness reoccurs across instances of fascism, seen in conflict between the utopian 
goals of the future and the actual actions taken by the regime as it grows in power. 
Uncoincidentally, this conflict, indicative of a larger ideological instability, is overshadowed by 
the existential importance placed on the future realization of utopia, effectively negating any 
criticism of present conditions.  
Certainly, the utopian sentiment is the most powerful propagandistic tool throughout every 
stage of totalitarian development. This sentiment is identifiable across various forms of media 
created for or favored by the totalitarian cause. Utopianism is identifiable through many different 
formal and thematic elements. Take, for instance, the tonal, melodic, and measured quality of 
Richard Wagner’s galvanizing music or the admiration of unified, choreographed motion 
demonstrated in Leni Riefenstahl’s film Triumph of the Will. These things in themselves are 
easily understood as ‘good’ in a Western context through harmonious elements which engage 
traditional European conceptions of the beautiful. This is clearly seen in the art initiatives of the 
Third Reich where ‘goodness’ was not only defined by appealing to ‘traditional’ notions of 
beauty but was also reinforced by the blatant delineation of unacceptable art forms as ugly. This 
is exemplified by the famous 1937 Degenerate Art (Entartete Kunst) exhibition which plainly 
labeled the art hung in the show as debased and perverted. Another example of this conditioning 
is found in Ernst Hiemer’s anti-Semitic children’s book Der Giftpilz which depicts Jewishness as 
poisonous toadstool, as disgusting as it is dangerous. Not only were ‘ugly’ things deemed 
revulsive, but also an imminent threat to the possibility of utopia. In this way, the totalitarian 
utopian ideal is defined not only through a commitment to beauty but also through a vehement 
denouncement of the unideal. 
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The ‘imminent threats’ to utopia give reason to the revolutionary spirit propagated by fascist 
government. Many scholars have identified the unique temporality of the totalitarian regime as 
existing in a state of “permanent revolution.”8 Needless to say, it is the illusion of revolution 
which is created and not an invitation to question or rebel from the specific mandates of the 
regime. The fostering of an atmosphere which feels as if it is on the threshold of utopia allows 
for a number of ‘necessary evils’ to be carried out. One such thing, articulated in-depth by 
Zbigniew Brzezinski, appears in constant societal purging: “It [the purge] produces the necessary 
momentum and dynamism, fear and enthusiasm, without which efforts at great social changes 
are bound to fail. It is a rebirth of the initial struggle which gave the totalitarian leadership it’s 
possession of power. The original revolution is thus reincarnated in the purge.”9 By generating 
an energy of urgency and righteousness, totalitarian terroristic tactics such as mass purging 
masquerade as vital to the ultimate good of the nation.  
Yet another function accomplished by cultivating an environment of revolution is the 
positioning of a government above the law. This concept of totalitarian structure is developed by 
Arendt throughout her writing on the subject. Existing in a permanent state of lawlessness, the 
totalitarian regime does not promote anarchy but instead justifies a rule which is subject to the 
‘ethical’ judgments of the regime’s leaders. In other words, there is no law to which totalitarian 
rulers are held accountable because there is an ideological presupposition of direct alignment 
with what is best for the eventual unification and order of utopia. Arendt brings our attention 
Hitler’s statement, “the total state must not know the difference between law and ethics”10, to 
demonstrate the intentional conditioning of this attitude. This manufactured internal uncertainty 
 
8 Robert C. Tucker. “The Dictator and Totalitarianism.” World Politics, vol. 17, no. 4, 1965, pp. 555–583. 
9 Zbigniew K. Brzezinski, The permanent purge: Politics in Soviet totalitarianism. Harvard University Press, 2013, 
p. 19.  
10 Arendt. The origins of totalitarianism., p. 394. 
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creates the illusion of an effervescent ‘middle term’11 in which intermediary kinds of 
governmental measures must be taken in order to address immediate and unprecedented attacks 
from perceived enemies. Not only does constant purging and the refusal to adhere to an 
established constitution generate a dynamic support system for totalitarian government, but it 
also underscores every internal relationship within and every external relationship to the regime 
with a sense of paranoic uncertainty. Uncertainty benefits the totalitarian agenda by feeding into 
the falsehood that authoritarian rule will provide stability through severity. 
The precarity of utopianism and the momentous role this political goal plays in justifying 
fascist rule have been identified by many, to the extent that the cultural presence of utopianism 
has been understood to be equal parts condemnation and harbinger. Buchloh, for example, 
detects an “undialectical fixation on utopian thought”12 in the return of avant-garde artists such 
as Pablo Picasso, Gino Severini, André Derain, and Max Beckmann to representational paintings 
of harlequin figures, arguing these forms act as ciphers of an attraction to an idealized form of 
existence defined by a lack of struggle and acceptance to sublimate the self to a greater power. 
Utopianism at the time that Buchloh wrote Ciphers of Regression was certainly present in the 
conservative political ideology of Reaganism and the emphasis placed on the illusive American 
Dream. Comparably, there is a palpable utopian nostalgia to the ‘Make America Great Again’ 
(MAGA) brand created for the Trump administration.  
One work, which speaks in a language similar to Buchloh’s polemic, comes from Hans 
Haacke. It should be noted that the blatant political statements Haacke makes would certainly be 
ridiculed and silenced in a fully fascist context. Haacke’s Homage to Marcel Broodthaers (1982) 
 
11 Bataille. "The psychological structure of fascism.,” p. 81. 
12 Buchloh. “Figures of Authority, Ciphers of Regression: Notes on the Return of Representation in European Painting.,” p. 
53. 
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(Fig. 1), however, still speaks to the growing spectacular utopian image of the United States 
during the Reagan administration, analogously critiquing the role art institutions played in 
‘selling out’ to the new gods of business. The work consists of a dramatic oil paint portrait of 
Ronald Reagan behind a thick velvet rope with a red carpet extending the length of the room to a 
largescale photographic image of German protesters in Bonn, objecting the US missile launch on 
Germany. Utopianism, or, rather, a critique of it, can be read in Reagan’s stern yet wistful gaze 
into the future, as he averts his eyes from the realities of his decision making, existing in the no-
place of spectacular cinema. Haacke’s analysis of the political situation accurately shows the 
relationship between political spectacle, ignorance, and authoritarian rule couched in the 
romantic rhetoric of the American Dream. 
Narcissism  
Theorists are divided as to whether it is the personal psychology of authoritarian leaders 
or the structure of totalitarianism that provokes the instability and chaos which permeates the 
atmosphere under a totalitarian regime. Arendt, for instance, is famously known for 
understanding totalitarian rulers to be but a function, a ‘cogwheel,’ of the authoritarian machine, 
similar to Franz Neumann’s description of the structure as a cohesive bureaucratic monster, 
where later thinkers such as Robert C. Tucker, biographer of Stalin, take issue with early 
theorists’ “obliviousness to the dictator’s personality upon the political system and process.”13 
Regardless of whether it is the personality of the dictator or that of the machine, reoccurring 
patterns appear that follow recognizable psychological models to be reproduced at various 
societal levels. Understanding there to be a psychological undercurrent guiding the motivations 
and behaviors of political structures is a useful framework. It is especially helpful in the case of 
 
13 Tucker. “The Dictator and Totalitarianism.,” p. 566.  
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totalitarianism where confusion and contradiction appear constantly throughout the historical 
record, muddling even contemporary understandings which have the advantage of distance and 
hindsight.   
In a 2019 study conducted following a similar hypothesis to Bataille’s theory, that 
cognitive traits relate to a tendency toward either despotism or democracy, psychologists 
confirmed a relationship between narcissism and far-right authoritarian affinity; additionally, a 
negative correlation between narcissism and belief in democratic values was established. This 
study, conducted by Marta Marchlewska, Kevin Castellanos, Karol Lewczuk, Miroslaw Kofta, 
and Aleksandra Cichocka, also monitored levels of self-esteem speculating that lower self-
esteem would negatively correlate to support of democratic values. Though higher levels of self-
evaluation were also found in those holding more narcissistic traits, the study concluded that this 
form of self-evaluation was defensive as opposed to authentic and, furthermore, in line with their 
hypothesis, that secure self-evaluation anticipated more confidence in society at large and greater 
trust in the democratic process as well as fellow citizens.14 This study corroborates Bataille’s 
description of the heterogeneous instability of authoritarian tendencies and expands on the 
‘personality’ of totalitarianism as one which is overwhelmingly narcissistic. Citing a breadth of 
related psychological studies, Marchlewskal et al, describes some traits of narcissism as entitled, 
possessing a hyper-inflated sense of self-importance and uniqueness, reliant on external 
validation, sensitive to criticism, having a propensity to support social hierarchy and superiority, 
and tends “to perceive others’ actions as intentionally malicious.”15 These traits are demonstrated 
through the individual totalitarian leader as well as the general functioning and behaviors of the 
 
14 Marchlewska, Marta, et al. "My way or the highway: High narcissism and low self‐esteem predict decreased 
support for democracy." British Journal of Social Psychology 58.3 (2019): 601. 
 
15 Ibid., p. 593. 
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totalitarian regime. The last trait described - the tendency to perceive other’s actions as 
intentionally malicious - permeates every level of totalitarian life and rule. As mentioned before 
in regard to perceived threats to utopia, it is obvious why the cultivation of a paranoid society is 
in the interest of those wishing to implement a totalitarian agenda: after encouraging feelings of 
interpersonal and international conspiracy, the solution to this insecurity and danger is presented 
by an overcompensation of authority.  
 In the same way that the concept of utopia is reproduced on a variety of cultural and 
structural strata, narcissism reappears throughout fascist leadership as well as in the proto fascist 
and fully fascist cultural and political environments. In a fascist context, despite its teleology 
being defined by unification, an every-man-for-himself mentality is fostered. This selfishness is 
the product of a wide variety of conditions: notably, the previously mentioned paranoic fear 
garnered through things such as purging. It is also perceptible in the nihilism conditioned by the 
recent past, left unassuaged by present conditions, which breeds a general hopelessness about the 
future. The false sense of utopian hope offered by totalitarian rhetoric is attractive for these very 
reasons.  
 Though there are various layers of inversion and critique in the musical Cabaret (as 
Steven Belleto points out in his famous essay on the 1972 film) one superficial element of both 
the play and movie represent is the nihilistic decadence of Weimar Germany. The audience of 
the Kit Kat Club expresses a nihilistic dedication to distraction while cabaret dancer Sally 
Bowles displays a disturbingly severe ignorance to the increasing violence of her surroundings, 
even when directly confronted, focusing her attention instead on suitors, parties, and luxury 
clothes. These representations of ignorance, irreverence, and decadence are indicative of the 
Weimar Republic’s climate after World War I and the philosophical death of god, among other 
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consequences of modernity. A similar, if not heightened, godlessness was identified in the 1980s 
with the conceptual development of postmodernism. In Frederic Jameson’s seminal work 
Postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of Late Capital, first published as an essay in 1984, early 
20th century decadence is translated into the hyper-consumerist context of late-stage capitalism. 
The narcissistic fixation on image, ‘depthlessness,’16 and life lived in simulacrum, as exhibited 
by Sally Bowles, are all integral to Jameson’s description. Jameson’s assessment of the flattened 
existence under late capitalism is validated by other cultural critics like Christopher Lasch and 
the stylistic era of neoconservative postmodernism – exemplified by the easily marketable works 
by Francesco Clemente and Julian Schnabel (Fig. 2). In both cases, the praxis of these artists was 
defined by appropriative pastiche that “tended to deprive these styles not only of context but also 
of sense.” Art Since 1900 describes this branch of postmodern artwork: “Far from democratic (as 
was sometimes proclaimed), this reconciliation tended to be both elitist in its historical allusions 
and manipulative in its consumerist clichés.”17 Analogously, the establishment of Saatchi Gallery 
in 1985, and the high marketability of the artists it represented – a fact verified by the superstar-
esque worldwide acclaim some of these artists would garner – marked an era of unashamed 
pandering to capitalist circulation. This complete adaptation to consumerism marks a unique 
narcissistic instability that is subject to the whims of the market and celebrity. 
 
Violence 
Where the narcissistic trait is one of the more hidden, abstract features of instability, the 
unstable and reactionary nature of fascist violence is obvious. The two ways in which fascist 
 
16 Fredric Jameson. Postmodernism, or, the cultural logic of late capitalism. Duke university press, 1991. 
17 Hal Foster. “1984b” in Art since 1900. Thames & Hudson, 2004., p. 597 
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violence is openly declared are terrorism and ideological indoctrination. These two strategies are 
described by Arendt as the principles which guide totalitarian regimes in a non-totalitarian world. 
Terror, named the ‘linchpin of modern totalitarianism’ by Merle Fainsod18 is perhaps the most 
ubiquitously recognized characteristic of totalitarianism. The purge, as mentioned before, is 
useful to the totalitarian regime for disorientation and generating a feeling of never-ending 
intermediacy. Bureaucratic purging, constant shuffling and reshuffling, produces ‘vicious in-
fighting’ and terrorizes even those working within the ranks of the ruling class by regularly 
reminding them of the precarity of their position and instigating paranoic competition between 
colleagues. Of course, the most disturbing, horrific, and infamous aspects of the purge are 
materialized in concentration camps. The associations between the Holocaust and National 
Socialism, for instance, remain cemented in the world’s collective historical memory; indeed, the 
terrors of systematic torture and genocide are not and should not be easily forgotten.  
Compounding the horrors of the purge, as many scholars have pointed out, is its 
mechanical operation, as it “chooses its victims without reference to individual actions or 
thoughts.”19 The notion of the banality of evil, introduced in Arendt’s Eichmann in Jerusalem, 
arises when considering the processes which allow for purges to be carried out. It was neither the 
personal sympathies nor long-held vendettas of the executioners, but instead the movement of 
the totalitarian machine which determined life or death. To grossly summarize her writing, 
Arendt argues that those responsible for the mass killings of Jewry during the Holocaust were 
not motivated by their own personal maniacal agendas but by the possibility of promotion within 
 
18 Merle Fainsod. How Russia is Ruled: Revised Edition. Harvard University Press, 2013. 
 
19 Arendt. The origins of totalitarianism., p. 467. 
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the hierarchy. Brzezinski illuminates a similar point, writing, “…as during 1937 in the Soviet 
Union, one’s chance for survival becomes a purely mathematical calculation…”20 
By reducing victims to numbers and quotas, the banality of totalitarian evil is revealed to 
be strikingly insidious as it eliminates almost any chance for justice or true hope. Jacques 
Rancière, in his recent examination of the relationship between aesthetics and politics, describes 
politics as revolving “around what is seen and what can be said about it, around who has the 
ability to see and the talent to speak, around the properties of spaces and the possibilities of 
time.”21 In a totalitarian and/or fascist context, the Aristotelian ideal of citizenship, not only 
being governed but also having some part in the way you are governed, is compromised. 
Analogously, Arendt describes terror as that which “destroys the one essential prerequisite of all 
freedom which is simply the capacity of motion which cannot exist without space.”22 Ultimately 
what the ‘iron band’ of totalitarian terror strips away is any capacity to interact with the world in 
a human way; eliminating not only the possibility of political interactions of seeing and 
speaking, but also the basic human right to experience, and to interpret that experience. 
Arendt claims that until totalitarianism has accomplished its mission of complete world 
domination, an ideological component is integral to the functioning and spread of the regime. 
Essentially every scholar who approaches the topic corroborates this notion to some effect. C.W. 
Cassinelli states, “To the totalitarian, ideas are weapons,”23 condensing the words of Friedrich 
and Brzezinski: “An intense concern with ideological conformity is the paradoxical consequence 
 
20 Brzezinski, The permanent purge: Politics in Soviet totalitarianism. p. 20.  
21 Jacques Rancière. The politics of aesthetics. Bloomsbury Publishing, 2013. p. 13. 
 
22 Arendt. The origins of totalitarianism., p. 466. 
23 C.W. Cassinelli. “Totalitarianism, ideology, and propaganda.” The Journal of Politics, 22.1 (1960): 94.  
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of the doctrine that ideas are nothing but weapons.”24 To not only say that ideas are weapons but 
that they are solely weapons to totalitarian powers implies that the doctrine is not as important as 
the indoctrination, that ideological inundation is more important than the substance of the 
ideology itself. Arendt beautifully articulates and expands on this notion in her writing, 
underscoring the totalitarian goal of ideologically destabilizing the masses: “The aim of 
totalitarian education has never been to instill convictions but to destroy the capacity to form 
any.”25 Due to the racist and hyper-nationalist currents which pervade the words of fascist rulers, 
purporting a moral imperative to nation, race, or history, it may seem paradoxical to say that 
their purpose is not to establish an exact ideological doctrine. However, knowing that the 
cultivation of unreality and instability are what allow a totalitarian regime to solidify control, the 
establishment of convictions rooted in reality and experience is a project which stands in direct 
opposition to its aims. 
In regard to fascist aesthetics, violence manifests in many ways: emphasis and mandates 
to monumentality, the physical destruction of ‘unbeautiful’ things, the authoritarian denial of 
interpretation… In no other art movement is ideological and physical violence more patently 
exalted and exerted than in Futurism. As Filippo Tommaso Marinetti’s Manifesto Futurista 
states, “Beauty exists only in struggle. There is no masterpiece that has not an aggressive 
character. Poetry must be a violent assault on the forces of the unknown, to force them to bow 
before man.” Here we see a preoccupation with the beautiful in its extreme conception of 
sublime destruction. Though Futurism would come to be denounced as ‘degenerate’ by some 
fascists, the conceptual ties between fascism and Futurism led to a natural overlap in supporters. 
 
24 Friedrich, Carl Joachim, and Zbigniew Kazimier Brzezinski. Totalitarian dictatorship and autocracy. Cambridge 
[Mass.], 1956. p. 73. 
25 Arendt. The origins of totalitarianism., p. 468.  
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Emphasis on destruction, violence, youth, speed, and finality equally defined fascist and Futurist 
dogma. The confusion of space and time accomplished by totalitarian ideological violence is 
similarly echoed in Futurist depictions of the world, formally manifesting in frenetic 
compositions that capture utopian speed in the inert materiality of written language and art 
object. The destabilizing effect occurs yet again in the technical appropriation of Cubist 
fragmentation, which generally communicate a multiplicity of perspectives, to thematic subject 
matter that not only resists a subjectivity in regard to interpretation but actively declares a 
singular predestined present and future (Fig. 3 & 4). 
 The violent sublime is similarly employed by Robert Longo in his 1979 series, ‘Men in 
the Cities’ (Fig. 5). In this instance, Longo uses the seductive quality of violent movement to 
illuminate what he understood to be the “warning signs of modern culture.” Such signs, he stated 
in an interview for the opening of the 1984 exhibition Endgame: Strategies of Postmodernist 
Performance, were available before the rise of Nazism in Germany and had appeared yet again 
in the US in the 1980s. In this work, photorealistic charcoal drawings of men and women in 
business attire are flung into the air, tossed pugnaciously by unseen forces. Longo’s figures 
function as critique by sending a clear message about the powerlessness and homogenization of 
the individual in relation to the demands of postmodern consumerist life despite the pervasive 
Western rhetoric of individualism. A meta-level of critique is perceptible in the marketability of 
‘Men in the Cities,’ as the idealized, stylized bodies of the figures folds the ecstatic motions of 
punk rockers into marketable art objects. In sum, Longo accomplishes his goal of critique 
through his literal representation of violence while also playing into the system of capitalist 




It is reasonable to argue that the confusion cultivated in fascist contexts exists in relation 
to the paradoxical duplicity that manifests in artwork. Again, though there is a very distinct and 
intentional ideological component to all authoritarian contexts, destabilization is what allows for 
the assumption of power – the actual capability of the totalitarian regime to deliver on their 
promises of eventual security and unification is irrelevant to accomplishing the goal of 
establishing power. The value of appearance in this context aligns with the narcissistic 
compulsion to promulgate a veneer of superiority by any means necessary. This emphasis on 
perception and presentation alludes to an acknowledgement by the totalitarian regime about the 
power of aesthetics. The translation of totalitarian instability into art can be complicated to 
deduce, for the sole reason that there are many paradoxes between the aesthetic vehicles 
employed and the ultimate goal of the works. However, remembering always that it is the 
cultivation of an unreality that is of interest to the machine, paradox can be recognized not as 
something which muddles our understanding but as an identifying characteristic. It is no 
coincidence that it is difficult to determine the actual intentions of totalitarian art from the image 
that is put forth, in fact, this element is perhaps one of the most definitive signs of the totalitarian 
impulse in art. 
 One such case exemplifying the complicated patterns of paradox in totalitarian artwork is 
presented in the employment of classical tropes. On the surface, the reasons for engaging with 
classical imagery, styles, and themes, are relatively straightforward; to legitimize a cause through 
historical reference, to validate and disseminate the message through an already widely 
understood aesthetic language, to put forth an image of reason, order, and purity, and since the 
developments of Neoclassicism in the 1760s, to communicate a spirit of revolution. Despite this 
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semblance of straightforwardness and honesty, there is conflict between the aims or meanings of 
classicism and those of the totalitarian regime.  
Of course, the most widely understood aesthetic semiotic system in the Western world is 
that of the classical. Before anything else is written, it should be acknowledged that classical 
forms and political propaganda have long walked in lockstep. The philosophy of classicism can 
be seen in things such as symmetry (a commitment to fairness and balance and rationality), linear 
perspective (individualism and independence), and representational idealized forms (the 
existence of a creator, or higher perfectness, which manifests in the beauty of the human body 
and natural world). Classicism denotes an authority ordained by a higher power shown through 
the employment of a rational mathematical structure or allegorical figures, representing a system 
of virtues held (or at least recognized) by the vast majority of Western people before the 
development of modernism. In addition to all of these meanings, there exists a deep legacy of 
classical thought as something which exists in the public forum, making it an ideal ‘genre’ for 
political art. Classicism would be especially appealing to totalitarian rulers because it 
emphasized tradition, history, and origin myth in addition to reinforcing typologies having to do 
with appearance - specifically gendered difference and physical ideals. 
Hal Foster notes in Art Since 1900, that while serving different national myths, 
Mussolini’s Italy, Hitler’s Germany, and Stalin’s Soviet Union all engaged with crafting their 
own kinds of neoclassicism - “The Nazis contrived a massive neoclassicism in order to posit an 
Aryan Germany as the warrior-heir to ancient Greece, while the Fascists produced a sleek 
neoclassicism in order to present Fascist Italy as the modern revival of ancient Rome. The 
kitschy academicism of the Soviet Union was different still…”26 The adoption of classicism to 
 
26 Foster. “1937a.,” p. 331. 
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these different contexts is significant because, despite the rational nature, clarity, and legibility of 
classical forms as well as the apparent aesthetic cohesiveness curated by authoritarian leaders, it 
demonstrates an ‘ideological instability.’27 This instability is recognizable in its co-opting of 
already established tropes and aesthetic principles, overcompensating for lack of ideological 
substance through overproduction.28 As George Mosse articulated in his article Fascist 
Aesthetics and Society (1996), “Fascist aesthetic invented nothing new or even experimental, and 
that was its great strength, while in contrast, fascist politics did present something new, a so-
called political party based upon a civic religion which encompassed all aspects of life.”29 
Utilizing, or, rather, overutilizing, an already understood vocabulary of forms and themes betrays 
an ideological hollowness; where the revolutionary neoclassicism of the 1760s, for example, 
expanded on the discourse of classical forms, totalitarian art presented a stripped-down version 
of classicism that was fluent in the semiotic language but had hardly anything to say beyond who 
was in control.  
One of the most widely cited and one of the most obvious examples of neoclassical 
artistry from Nazi Germany is sculptor and architect Arno Breker. Breker’s sculptures fulfill 
nearly every Classical ideal; from symmetry to balance to idealized physique to beauty. Most, if 
not all, of the sculptures Breker was commissioned to make by the Nazi Party reinforce a pre-
modern ontological condition expressed via aesthetic cues such as monumentality, physicality, 
locality, publicness, and wholeness. In 2015, The New York Times published an op-ed 
concerning the resurfacing of what the author refers to “perhaps the most famous Nazi sculptures 
 
27 Ibid., p. 331. 
28 Ibid., p. 331.  
29 George L. Mosse. “Fascist Aesthetics and Society: Some Considerations.” Journal of Contemporary History, vol. 31, no. 
2, 1996, p. 249.  
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of all,”30 two larger-than-life bronze statues by Breker, Die Partei (The Party) (1939) and Die 
Wehrmacht (The Army) (1939) (Fig. 6). Die Partei and Die Wehrmacht were sculpted for their 
original situation at the New Reich Chancellery in Berlin, designed by Hitler’s favored architect 
Albert Speer. These two stood guarding the doorway of the Reichskanzlei Ehrenhof (Court of 
Honor) as anthropomorphized forms of the two forces of the Third Reich, Die Partei raising a 
torch and Die Wehrmacht grasping a sword.  
Though an undeniable sense of grandeur and authority are communicated, even through 
mid-20th century photographs, there is little thought-provoking about these two figures. Perhaps 
the only interesting element which underlines the allegorical and mythological themes employed 
by totalitarian propaganda, especially the Third Reich, is a possible connection between the 
poses of Breker’s chancellery statues and historical sculptural depictions of the mythological 
hero Perseus. This tribute is detectable in the likes of Benvenuto Cellini’s Perseus with the Head 
of Medusa from the 16th century and the identically titled early 19th century work by Antonio 
Canova. Cellini’s Perseus shows little resemblance to Breker’s statues beyond the pose of an 
outstretched hand presenting something to behold, however, Breker’s choice of bronze is 
arguably an homage to Cellini’s commission crafted in bronze to “revive a classic Florentine 
material” that had fallen out of popularity in order to showcase technological prowess and honor 
local history (Michael Cole, 215). This reading, though, admittedly relatively unfounded, tracks 
the general logic of Third Reich artwork which desperately sought association to a great 
European historical lineage. Canova’s work, a much stiffer and more masculine neoclassical 
approach than Cellini’s, looks similar to Die Partei and Die Wehrmacht.  
 
30 Giles Macdonogh. “Opinion: Unveiling the Third Reich.” The New York Times, 2015.  
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The stances of Canova and Breker’s work are almost identical; the contrapposto is slight 
with a frontward facing chest and arms flexed even when lowered, creating an effect which 
stresses solidity as opposed to dynamism. Where Cellini’s Perseus, adorned by a delicate sash, 
thick curls, and elaborate helmet, stands on the body of the beheaded gorgon (which lays on its 
own decorated pillar) and with head bent in exhausted victory, the Canova’s neoclassical take is 
pared down, older, and terser, gazing confidently in the direction of the head with much less 
expression and dramatic detail featured in the helmet, hair, pedestal, and accompanying cloak. 
Even starker still, Breker’s statues stand completely nude, muscled to the extreme, addressing 
those standing in the Court of Honor with brows furrowed. Although Cellini and Canova are the 
only two that are verifiably connected, taking there to be a kind of referential lineage between 
Cellini, Canova, and Breker, it is clear that with each development there is a conceptual and 
formal ‘stripping down’ of the Classical warrior figure template that manifests in each instance.  
It is most interesting to consider not what all these sculptures hold in common but what 
Nazi neoclassicism lacks in comparison. Though detail does not necessarily a narrative make, the 
plainness and obviousness of Die Partei and Die Wehrmacht speak the familiar language of 
classicism, they resist an involved narrative that communicates the virtues of a lesson learned 
through personal development. The slain head of Medusa in one hand and a sword in another 
depicts the story of Perseus’ love and sacrificial journey for Andromeda, whereas the symbols of 
the torch and sword in Breker’s work allude to little beyond the basic functions of The Party 
(leadership as a guiding light) and The Army (defending the party). Breker’s sculptures are 
monuments to cogs of a bureaucratic machine, and despite their beauty and grandeur and 
readable symbolism, the emptiness of these forms is evident. This emptiness is representative of 
an intentional totalitarian campaign against intellectualism, founded on racist typologies of 
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‘degenerate’ forms of culture and a desire to make clear a spirit that was unquestionably 
antibourgeois. The monumentality of Die Partei and Die Wehrmacht further underscores an 
emphasis on physical experience as opposed to internal reflection, a violent domination over 
their viewers, and a utopian vision of the future body politic.  
Obviously, the functions of the respective Perseus sculptures and Breker’s statues are 
very different as determined by their unique contexts and there is nothing explicitly which 
confirms Cellini and Canova as inspiration for Breker. But it is not unfounded to speculate that 
Breker’s personal art historical index include the likes of Cellini and Canova, especially some of 
their most famous work. In fact, it has been noted by various scholars that the cultural 
miscellanea produced by totalitarian regimes was forced to directly confront, and reconstrue, 
history. As Foster wrote in regard to Nazi neoclassical architecture, “For what is at stake in these 
historical allusions is the hubristic ambition to subsume history, indeed to transcend it. And this 
ambition was programmatic.”31 Foster goes on to say that this subsumption of history correlated 
to a desire to create an aesthetic that would ‘dominate time posthumously.’ The blank, 
domineering figures of Die Partei and Die Wehrmacht certainly betray this agenda of 
posthumous domination and are indicative of what is generally associated with Speer’s 
Ruinenwerttheorie or ‘the theory of ruin value.’ Ruin theory, “the secret architectural fantasy of 
Hitler,” was a concept guiding the architectural and monumental aesthetics that sought to 
guarantee permanence and timelessness for generations to praise the accomplishments of the 
Third Reich, revealing a non-subtle narcissistic projection of self-importance into the future.32   
 
31 Foster. “1937a.,” p. 332.  
32 Juan Francisco Fuentes. "Totalitarian Language: Creating Symbols to Destroy Words." Contributions to the 
History of Concepts 8.2 (2013): 59. 
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 The psychological trait of instability as described by Bataille is somewhat occluded by 
the straightforwardness of Breker’s sculptures and their ostensible permanence, but closer 
examination of these works and their function reveals that this occlusion is part of what 
contributes to their destabilizing effect. At first glance, Die Partei and Die Wehrmacht boast a 
connection to historical legacy through general aesthetic reference to classical forms, a 
commitment to the classical virtues of heroic spirit and bravery through symbolism, a belief in 
the rationality the individual human mind through their ontological positioning, and a confidence 
in their values and righteousness through an aesthetic of agelessness. Closer inspection, however, 
reveals something which resembles Perseus but lacks the allusion to a moral narrative, a 
sculpture that does not inspire an individual to heroic action through virtuous contemplation but 
plainly intimidates into obedience, and a monument not to history but to narcissistic obsession 
with self-perception in the future. The emptiness of Breker’s statues is not necessarily 
demonstrative of failure, instead it shows a concerted effort to quickly and totally solidify 
dominance through a reductive redefinition of an already widely understood aesthetic semiotic 
matrix. 
 Though this chapter brings together a number of disparate elements; hopefully the 
patterns of fascist instability have been made clear in addition to lending context to the claims of 
authoritarian revival posited by Buchloh and others. Indeed, there are many cultural and political 
similarities between the confirmed proto fascist environments and that of postmodernity. The 
attraction to utopianism, the psychology of narcissism, the exaltation of violence, and the cycles 
of paradox which run throughout the aesthetics of fascist contexts prove the heterogeneous 
instability that Bataille describes. Furthermore, the aesthetic preoccupations of the 1980s which 
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identified these same traits in a later sociopolitical context demonstrates, at the very least, a 
significant connection that could understandably be recognized as predictive. 
Now, in the days of blue-chip galleries and artist-influencers, the depthless utopianism of 
the 80s seems relatively demure. The utopianism purported by political and cultural leaders has 
reached new delusional heights. The current narcissism perceivable not only in artmaking and art 
collecting but across the art world is amplified beyond what could have been predicted to the 
point of normalcy. New weird strains of paranoia and violence are embodied by cancel culture 
and its praise of destruction as opposed to critical understanding. And the paradox which 
pervades the supposed ideological missions of public figures and political parties makes it 
impossible to distinguish fact from fiction. The situation now appears exceptionally bleak and 
unstable. It is important to remain optimistic, though to see Homage to Marcel Broodthaers 
displayed at the New Museum in 2020, forward thinking as this institution’s exhibits are, perhaps 














The second attribute that describes totalitarian psychology and its aesthetic  
translation is that it is absolute. This is the most definitive quality of totalitarianism as it 
describes the ultimate goal of the entire political initiative – complete and total rule. Indeed, 
there hardly exists an analysis of totalitarianism that does not reference Il Duce’s notorious and 
succinct description of the fascist program: “Everything in the State, nothing outside of the State, 
nothing against the State.” This was the implicit ubiquitous mantra for all cultural production 
initiatives throughout different instances of totalitarianism, materializing in an overload of 
propaganda to inundate those under the regime’s rule. The end-goal for such an overwhelming 
amount of propagandistic media was to turn a political structure into inescapable ‘way of life.’33  
Beyond oversaturating the media with propaganda, there exists a conceptual dimension to 
the absoluteness of totalitarianism which assists in developing its philosophy. Taking the term 
absolute to not only mean total or complete, but also something to the effect of perfect - as in, 
not needing exterior qualification or justification – a religious aspect comes into view. As in the 
case of absolute monarchy, in which a supreme autocratic authority is assumed via divine right, 
the governing party of the totalitarian regime assumes power through a mystical-historical 
lineage. Arendt’s previously mentioned notion of a government above the law is first allowed by 
the illusion of intermediacy and secondly vindicated through stories of ancestral ‘purity’ or 
heroic history. In the case of both absolute monarchy and totalitarian government, absolute 
authority originates from forces transcendent and thus cannot be questioned. During the rise of 
totalitarian governments, modern forces of legitimization aided the notion of divine right, i.e., 
 
33 Jeffrey T. Schnapp. "Fascinating fascism." Journal of Contemporary History 31.2 (1996): 238. 
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communist allegiance to doctrine, National Socialist commitment to ‘science,’ and the fascist 
struggle to honor history and combat looming national decay. 
 It has been noted in literature spanning the discourse that totalitarian governments act as 
modern religions, this much is clear when considering the overwhelming importance placed on 
ritual, myth, pervasive symbolism, and the deification of party leaders. The previously 
mentioned strategy of covering unstable ideology with aesthetic overproduction is verified in this 
aspect. It may seem counterintuitive that the creation and implementation of an entirely new 
‘religious system’ would be effective. Keeping in mind the historical matrix, however, a time 
defined by “the loss of a center of cultural meaning due to rapid modernization,” the totalitarian 
promises of utopia and deliverance were understandably persuasive.34 This is not to say that 20th 
century totalitarianism fully replaced religion as a belief-system, though the cult following of 
these types of governments points to a modern transference of faith from religion to the political 
realm. As illustrated by the employment of neoclassical forms in order to speak in a semiotic 
language that was already largely understood, the adaptation of religious-like iconography, ritual, 
etc. played on long-established associations of meaning, value, and virtue. There is much to be 
said about the intersection of spiritualism and totalitarianism and the spiritualism of 
totalitarianism; the similarities and appropriation of certain religious iconography within each 
instance of totalitarianism alone is a rich area for study. This chapter will survey a few aesthetic 
strategies which underline the extent to which totalitarian regimes appropriated religious 
communicative strategies and how these strategies were recognized later in the 20th century. 
  
 




Crises of the Return to Order  
It is widely known that after World War I a ‘return to order’ took place which revived 
representational painting and with that, a reminder that the pre-modern ontological perspective 
did not fully die with the development of abstraction. Buchloh’s thesis in ‘Ciphers of 
Regression’ focuses on this revival, contending that this occurrence signaled a political 
regression mirrored by the authoritarianism inherent to representational forms. Buchloh’s 
condemnation of avant-garde artists that returned to representationalism after pioneering 
abstraction, a phenomenon notably exemplified by Picasso, is demonstrative of moment in art 
criticism that felt the need to address why pre-modern depictions of the world remained relevant 
in a modern or postmodern context. Douglas Crimp’s ‘End of Painting,’ published in the same 
1981 edition of October is similarly indicative of this. In one way, Buchloh’s thesis is validated 
by the totalitarian affinity to neoclassical forms and subsequent representational forms; in 
another, it is challenged by the specific agendas behind the use of neoclassical forms for the 
totalitarian program, which may have been professed a return to reason but functioned as 
destabilizing mechanisms to solidify power. 
 Essentially, what is at stake in representational painting is the risk of allegory, the 
flattening through reference and dissociation between art and life. This was critically re-
recognized after the advent of modernity and the stylistic developments of fragmentation, which 
marked a dramatic ontological change in the way humanity understood the world. Nevertheless, 
painted mimetic renderings of the world remained despite acknowledgement that mimesis and 
reference actually drew further away from the modern experiential ‘truths’ represented by 
fracturing and abstraction; and later, the postmodern attempts to eliminate the representational 
boundaries between art and life all together. Many scholars in the 1980s became preoccupied 
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with the issue of allegory and mimesis, most notably Craig Owens, and others, such as Crimp, 
who lamented the sustained belief in painting.  
It is reasonable to conjecture that the employment of representational painting became a 
semiotic sign, symbol, in itself for the pre-modern condition, an allegory of the old world. This is 
one reason for the revived attraction to representational forms, exemplified by the artists who 
‘returned to order’ in the early 20th century. It may also be reasonable to argue that the meta-
allegorical mode that representational painting took on after abstraction was employed in 
somewhat different ways by the respective aesthetic programs of the rappel à l’ordre and 
totalitarian governments, though their slight temporal coincidence does betray an overlap in 
meaning and teleological origin. Buchloh is correct in that the connection between the artist as 
master and the historical patriarchal meanings of representational painting necessarily subsist in 
this stylistic employment; and the description of “melancholic infantilism” and self-pity is 
certainly detectable in Max Beckmann’s self-portrayal as a clown. The characterization of 
representational painting as an “undialectical fixation on utopian thought,” however, seems 
uncharitably ignorant to artists who most likely understood their return to representation as an 
intentional reaction to their own stylistic developments and dangerously ignorant of the 
programmatic use of utopianism which played on the same widespread disillusionment artists 
were seeking to represent. All this to say, the employment of the allegorical mode of 
representational painting generated new system of meanings for this mode of aesthetic 
communication.  
 In regard to political aesthetics, allegorical revival of representational forms functions as 
a vehicle to communicate a return to traditional or pre-modern morality. Where the rappel à 
l’ordre signaled the existential crises of modernity, the totalitarian program of representational 
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reinstatement demonstrates a hyper-romantic nostalgia for an idealized past. The moral 
dimension of beauty present in Breker’s sculptural heroic realism is echoed in the paintings of 
Adolf Ziegler, the decided antithesis to degenerate art. As Breker’s sculptures effectively 
‘mythified’ the Nazi existence, the romantic elements included in fascist portraiture and 
landscape painting mythologized the present through aesthetic idealization in the language of the 
past. 35Similarly, a commitment to traditional values was communicated aesthetically in Albert 
Speer’s neoclassical architecture which aestheticized pre-modern morality into the physical 
structure of political buildings. This moral dimension was a necessary ideological component to 
put forth an image of fascism as not only a political structure but also as a way of living. The 
recent executive order of Trump to ‘beautify’ government buildings demonstrates a similar 
attempt to communicate traditional values conceptually linked with law and order. This action 
appears more superficial than programmatic, subject to the whims of Trump’s specific taste more 
than anything else, but it is a notable revival nonetheless and employs a similar logic to historic 
instances of fascist aesthetics. 
 
Sublimation of the Self 
According to Bataille, those things within the affective realm belong to the same 
heterogeneous order as the fascist/totalitarian impulse. The affective realm is constituted by 
those things which generate an affective reaction; the sacred is one such thing. The dichotomy of 
sacredness, mana (“the mysterious and impersonal force possessed by individuals such as kings 
and doctors”) and taboo (indicative of “the social prohibition of contact pertaining, for example, 
to cadavers and menstruating women”) are elements which exist in all human societies.36 
 
35 Foster. “1937a.,” p. 331. 
36 Bataille. "The psychological structure of fascism.,” pp. 68-69. 
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However, the fascist project to clearly and systematically delineate those things in society which 
should be praised and those which should be ‘exterminated’ is unique in its extremity and 
plainness. If one could hypothetically overlook the Nazi’s overt antisemitic rhetoric (exemplified 
through dissemination of eugenics as a legitimate science), visual symbolism (the required 
wearing of the yellow star by Jewish people), and severe violence against the Jews, even the 
most subtle Nazi tactics do not require much excavation to understand where the lines are drawn.  
 It is commonly known that purity was a major conceptual preoccupation across Nazism. 
Of course, Nazi ‘purity’ refers to the racist belief in the supremacy of Aryan people, unrelated to 
the slightly more stable conceptual discourse of innocence which appears in Christian theology. 
Still, there exists Nazi symbols of purity that are semi-disguised as parable. One such symbol, as 
pointed out by Susan Sontag in her famed polemic on the work of Leni Reifenstahl, ‘Fascinating 
Fascism,’ is the mountain. An emblem of ‘proto-Nazi sentiments,’ the mountain, she writes, 
“was a visually irresistible metaphor for unlimited aspiration toward the high mystic goal, both 
beautiful and terrifying, which was later to become concrete Führer-worship.”37 What Sontag 
was referring to here is the numerous films that Reifenstahl either starred in, directed, or both, 
that followed the familiar theme of a young woman, typically a village outcast, who was worthy 
of experiencing the purifying redemption of alpine majesty, where other townsfolk who 
attempted to climb the mountain were unable to, leading to their demise. The totalitarian self-
affiliation with righteousness and specialness as the instrument of ‘nature or history,’ as 
described by Arendt, is apparent in this type of narrative. What might appear to be a story of 
young woman who overcomes an insurmountable challenge is actually a message about her holy 
infatuation, chosen-ness, and salvation by way of these attributes.   
 
37 Susan Sontag. “Fascinating Fascism” in Under the sign of Saturn: Essays. Macmillan, 2002., p. 76. 
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The romanticism of northern climates as the origin location of Aryan people is one 
obvious reason that the images of a mountain landscape would appeal to a Nazi audience, in 
addition to a number of covert motifs such as worthiness, longing, and unwavering dedication to 
a higher power. Film was not the only medium where mountains served this symbolic purpose; 
the prevalence of the mountain landscape in painting and subsequent praise throughout proto-
fascist and fully fascist contexts is evidenced by the oeuvre of Italian artists Mario Sironi and 
Cesare Maggi (Fig. 7). And still, if further evidence was needed to corroborate Sontag’s claims 
of a fascist fascination with the mountain as a symbol, one need not look further than the 
watercolor landscapes dating from the early 1910s made by none other than Adolf Hitler. This is 
not to say that ‘the mountain’ will always from here forward represent fascism, only that it was 
effectively employed for these purposes. 
The long conceptual history of the relationship between beauty, divinity, and the sublime 
in Western philosophy and aesthetics is clearly employed by totalitarian propaganda in the 
romantic aspects of terror and awe represented by mountain imagery as well as the experience of 
sublime violence that the mountain narrative represents. The Western conception of beauty and 
majesty as being closer to the divine is apparent throughout Nazi art, embodied notably by 
Breker’s sculptures and Speer’s architectural projects. The sublime dichotomy of terror and awe 
correlates to psychological dynamics of taboo and mana as well as the spiritual states of rapture 
and ecstasy. The mountain metaphor is certainly not the only instance in which the sublime 
occurs in totalitarian art, though it is an obvious nod to the definitive sublime that is seen in 
Romantic landscapes. The importance placed on ritual, as seen in Nazi emphasis on participation 
in ceremony and tradition, is another clear engagement of the affective states of rapture and 
ecstasy. It has been noted by scholars that the ritualistic choreography, exemplified at its height 
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in Reifenstahl’s previously mentioned Triumph of the Will, signals the religious experience of 
“affirmation of and escape from the self.’38 The sublimation into something greater than oneself 
is seen throughout various ceremonies such as the Resurrection of the Dead, on which the Nazi 
newspaper Volkischer Beobachter published the following: 
“We old and young National Socialists thank Adolf Hitler for this unforgettable day. We 
praise him and this holy symbol of the resurrection of Germany, for which we have him 
and the flag of our struggle to thank. We go forward with open eyes and believing hearts 
under his direction.”39 
 
The language used here is striking in its resemblance to religious psalms and its palpable cult 
infatuation with a messianic leader, reiterated in the quantity of portraiture produced across 
totalitarianism. Stalin and Mussolini were similarly deified in their respective regimes. In all 
three instances, historically legitimized right to rule would eventually transform into a full-on 
deification of party leaders. This was accomplished by appealing to the affective proclivities of 
the masses. The deification of party leaders normalized their omnipotence, exercised through 
things like surveillance, editing historic or scientific information, and “announcing their political 
intentions in the form of prophecy.”40 In an exemplary case of a totalitarian ruler ‘playing god,’ 
Stalin is now known to have used photomontage techniques to create false photographs of 
himself socializing with Lenin. This is one example of how utopian unreality was crafted 





38 Ibid., p. 77.  
39 Simon Taylor. “Symbol and Ritual under National Socialism.” The British Journal of Sociology, vol. 32, no. 4, 1981, p. 
508.  
40 Arendt. The origins of totalitarianism. p. 349. 
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Eschatology and Sublime Death 
The concept of being able to ‘edit’ reality via manipulation of the photographic image 
was appropriated subversively by the Pictures Generation in the 1970s and 80s. Taking on the 
postmodern religion of consumerism and the growing sensationalism of the media cycle, the 
Pictures Generation critiqued the way truth was communicated by illuminating the no place of 
commercialized utopia. In addition to revealing the possible untruths of the photograph, Pictures 
artists expanded on Roland Barthes’ notion of the death of the author by pushing the limits of 
their own artistic involvement in the creation of their artwork, “positioned against neo-
Expressionist painting and is forced reclamation of the auratic artist-genius.” (art since 1900, 
586) Both critiquing and employing the allegorical modes of representation in postmodernity, 
these works reframed appropriated material as seen in the oeuvre of Jack Goldstein. One of 
Goldstein’s works, noted in Crimp’s seminal writing which praised the novel approaches of 
Pictures artists, The Jump (1978) (Fig. 8), purloins the falling silhouettes of divers from Leni 
Reifenstahl’s other propagandistic film, Olympia (1936).  
 The Jump is interesting for many reasons. Firstly, on a surface level, it speaks to the 
larger theoretical fascination with fascist aesthetics in the 1970s and 1980s demonstrated by the 
writing of Sontag and Buchloh, the pervasiveness of this fascination validates the relevance of 
the subject matter in itself. Secondly, The Jump points to the revisiting of sublime imagery in the 
form of a flattened image – carrying with it a critique of pastiche strategies in mainstream culture 
that fold serious subject matter into a spectacular cycle. Thirdly, similar to the way Longo’s 
‘Men in the Cities’ series was arguably, eventually, formally appropriated by the iPod campaigns 
in the early 2000s, The Jump would come to be featured on the electronic billboards in Times 
Square as literal advertisements for his 2013 posthumous retrospective ‘JACK GOLDSTEIN 
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× 10,000.’ Lastly, the simple disappearance and reappearance of the diving figure generates 
affective anticipation and anxiety in the viewer that contrasts to the cathartic, though still 
affective, ‘death’ undergone for the cause of national pride represented in Olympia’s diving 
sequence. Although in neither instance are the divers named and individualized through unique 
recognition, Reifenstahl’s athletes receive glory for their sacrifice where Goldstein’s diver is 
refused even the catharsis of death, let alone death for a cause. 
The eschatological obsession sewn into the fabric of life under totalitarian rule is most 
apparent in rituals like the Resurrection of the Dead and is ostensible throughout other instances 
of propagandistic activity. Eschatology, the subsection of theology concerned with final 
judgment and ultimate destiny, inherently lends itself to the conceptual finality of totalitarianism. 
And, as it has already been noted, the notion of finality is essential to the concept of utopia which 
is the purported goal of totalitarian governments. It is impossible to ignore the analogous abstract 
relationship between death as a necessary step for transcendence into heaven and the sublimation 
of the self to a greater power for the actualization of utopia. This process of sublimation is 
represented in one obvious way through the crucifix form of the divers’ bodies in Olympia, a 
pose not included in The Jump.  
 Eschatological transcendence requires the death of the individual in order to be fulfilled. 
Goldstein refuses the aestheticization of this process while simultaneously engaging in a 
postmodern experience of eschatological rapture via his death as an author. The imperfection of 
Goldstein’s work – exhibited in the lack of cathartic trajectory allowed by representations of 
death – underlines the absolute quality of Reifenstahl’s diving sequence. Ironically, the revival of 
Goldstein’s work for the purpose of marketing his art historical celebrity for profit resists his 
own attempt at cathartic sublimation. The ‘deification’ of Goldstein through the display in Times 
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Square illuminates the derangement of an era in which eternal servitude as simulacra to is 

























There is an undeniable fascination with fascism that has been recognized and 
demonstrated by scholars across disciplines since its definitive arrival in the early 20th century. 
One reason why Bataille’s psychological description of fascism is compelling is that it explains 
this fascination via its heterogeneous and affective character: 
“Depending upon the person, heterogeneous elements will provoke affective reactions of 
varying intensity, and it is possible to assume that the object of any affective reaction is 
necessarily heterogeneous…There is sometimes attraction, sometimes repulsion, and in 
certain circumstance, any object of repulsion can become an object of attraction and vice 
versa…” 41 
Though despotism in itself exists as a disordered extreme, Bataille describes the fascination – 
repulsion, attraction, or fluctuation between these two reactions – as something human, without 
judgment. The revulsion evoked by the notion of fascism is easily understandable; the attraction 
to the subject, however, is less so. This is said not to justify fascist inclination but to better 
understand the fascination with the subject. One quality, located within the erotic dimension of 
fascism, aids in expounding on this sustained fascination.  
At this juncture, the erotic nature of totalitarian fascism may be clear as it is a system 
defined by power relations that are themselves defined by an extreme dynamic of dominance and 
submission. There is some literature on totalitarian efforts to control the sexual lives of those 
living under the regime, and though this element of control is relevant to the psychosexual drive 
of totalitarianism, what will be elaborated here is concerned only with the overarching 
psychological nature of this dynamic in regard to its erotic qualities. Due to the intense polarity 
which defines the despotic relationship between the government and the masses, many iterative 
dichotomies can be read in the totalitarian impulse that fall generally along a continuum of 
 
41 Bataille. "The psychological structure of fascism.,” p. 69. 
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passive/active, object/subject, controlled/controller. These dynamics are consequently observable 
in totalitarian art.  
Eroticism, or erotism, and those things belonging to the realm of the erotic are known to 
possess a psychological factor which distinguishes them from the functional aspects of sex and 
reproduction. This is the simplest way to understand the erotic as belonging to a heterogeneous 
order as it can exists for itself and not in a productive capacity. Examples of this heterogeneity 
are seen in the apparent eroticism of the ecstatic awe generated by mana and the enigmatic fear 
which surrounds taboo; Bataille expands on this specific aspect of heterogeneity in his book 
Erotism: Death and Sensuality. One salient connection made in this text, which predictably 
includes some contentious ideas about psychological desire, is the relationship between the erotic 
and the mystical and a subsequent correlation between life and death. Bataille describes the 
erotic as existing within the tension between life and death, obscenity and jouissance, and 
throughout the states of ecstasy and rapture. In line with his other assertions about the irrational 
nature of heterogeneity Bataille writes, “Consequently anything that suggests erotic excess 
always implies disorder.”42 Understanding there to be a psychological and erotic dimension to all 
governmental organization, what defines the eroticism of despotism is its excessiveness and the 
extreme degree to which one side holds power and the other is powerless.  
 
Ecstasy 
The interrelated elements of ecstasy and rapture are prominent in the excessive eroticism 
of totalitarianism as seen in the aforementioned eschatological inclinations. In his description of 
 
42 Georges Bataille. Erotism. City Lights Books, 1986., p. 170. 
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the ultimate ‘theopathic state,’ during which one is overwhelmed by divine absorption, Bataille 
writes the following: 
“…in the theopathic state there is no more desire; the subject becomes passive and suffers 
what happens to him with a kind of immobility. In the inert beatitude of this state, when 
each object and the whole universe have become utterly transparent, hope and dread have 
both vanished. The object of contemplation becomes equal to nothing (Christians would 
say equal to God), and at the same time equal to the contemplating subject. There is no 
longer any difference between one thing and another in any respect; no distances can be 
located; the subject lost in the indistinct and illimitable presence of the universe and 
himself ceases to belong to the passing of time. He is absorbed in the everlasting instant, 
irrevocably as it seems, with no roots in the past or hopes in the future, and the instant 
itself is eternity.”43 
 
There are various points in this writing where connections between the totalitarian demand of 
sublimation of the self and theopathic ecstasy and rapture can be drawn. The issue of immobility 
and ‘inert beatitude,’ for instance, is reminiscent of Arendt’s description of the iron band of 
totalitarian terror which “destroys man’s capacity for experience and thought just as certainly as 
his capacity for action.”44 In both cases of totalitarian and religious ecstatic rapture, ‘man’ is 
rendered impotent in order to be fully taken over by something greater. Even the power to desire, 
as mentioned by Bataille, is overwhelmed. This is the erotic state of being overwhelmed to the 
point of ecstasy, experiencing eternity and complete loss of the self.  
 Those familiar with the ideas developed by Friedrich Nietzsche will recognize the 
concept of ‘Rausch’ within this notion of an ecstatic state. Rausch, literally meaning a state of 
intoxication, refers to the extraordinary mentality of exaltation or exhilaration to the degree of 
being enraptured. This term has been known to have been used during and after the Third Reich 
to describe what it felt to experience Führer-worship.45 Beyond the specific German connotation 
 
43 Ibid., p. 249.  
44 Arendt. The origins of totalitarianism., p. 474. 
45 Arpad v. Klimo. Nazi Discourses on “Rasuch” Before and After 1945: Codes and Emotions. University of 
California, 2004: p., 5.  
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of the concept, Rausch is almost identical to the spiritual state of ecstasy that Bataille articulates 
except for one quality. This quality is important to note as it distinguishes between the two, and 
the distinction is significant because it illuminates a specifically fascist ideal. While the two 
experiences are both categorically affective and stimulate the excitement of sensuality, divine 
ecstatic experience is achieved through pious contemplation whereas Rausch is noted to be “a 
natural state” infused with “animal vigor” “not stunted by intellect.”46 The links between Nazi 
sentiments of anti-intellectualism, the domination of natural force over contemplation, and their 
application as justification for violence against Jewish and non-Aryan people is detectable in this 
understanding of Rausch, though it has been argued that Nietzsche’s denouncement of 
antisemitism alludes to the misappropriation of this description. The cathartic and ecstatic 
physical experience of battling a disease through destruction of germs to eventual domination 
over the impure, a metaphor employed by Hitler in Mein Kampf to describe the Third Reich’s 
‘battle’ against the Jews, can be understood in these terms as well. 47 
 
Affect and Banality 
The banality of Nazi artwork, echoing the conceptual banality of evil, is undeniable. This 
much was made clear in 1937 through the overwhelming popularity of the Degenerate Art 
exhibit in contrast to the relatively tepid reaction to the Great German Art Exhibition. A question 
may arise here: how can fascist artwork be both banal and affective? Or rather, how is something 
of the mysterious heterogeneous order banal? This question can be answered conceptually and 
concretely. Abstractly, in the Psychological Structure of Fascism, Bataille explains 
 
46 Ibid., p. 5.  
47 Andreas Musolff.  "What role do metaphors play in racial prejudice? The function of antisemitic imagery in 
Hitler's Mein Kampf." Patterns of Prejudice 41.1 (2007): 21. 
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homogeneous elements that subsist under the extreme heterogeneous rule of despotism. Keeping 
in mind that every society includes both homogeneous and heterogeneous elements, 
homogeneity appears internally in a number of ways without compromising the general 
heterogeneity of the structure as a whole. Comparably, heterogeneous elements can exist under 
the general homogeneity of a democracy. A notable example of internal homogeneity in 
totalitarian government is found in the army, which exists to serve a function in relation to the 
state. The contrast between the heterogeneity of totalitarianism as a whole and the banality of 
totalitarian art is resolved here through the abstract functional purpose of art as a vehicle of state 
propaganda similar to how the army exists as a function of the state. In a theoretical reversal, the 
notion of an aestheticization of politics introduced by Benjamin is validated as art is pushed into 
the realm of the homogeneous by the state’s supposition of affective power belonging to the 
heterogeneous order. 
Concretely, the seeming contradiction between banality and affectivity is resolved 
through the monumental elements such as grandeur in authoritative buildings that are stylistically 
banal, but phenomenologically affective. Another way affect is cultivated is through the banal 
appeal to simple and cathartic narrative structure as opposed to more complicated, nuanced, or 
unfinished plot lines that instigate contemplation. Albert Speer’s design for the Paris 
International Exposition in 1937 is remarkably banal but one can imagine its affective power due 
to its sheer height, the solidity of its neoclassical columns, and its subliminal allusion to the 
phallus. Similarly, Josef Thorak’s sculptural forms in Comradeship, which accompanied the 
pavilion, are boring in their identically perfect physiques but would have certainly inspired 
visceral feelings of national pride for some Germans who self-identified with this idealized 
conception of the Aryan people. The dwarfing of Thorak’s powerful comrades by Speer’s 
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building allude to the experience of Rausch, of being ecstatically overwhelmed in a simple 
narrative of heroic self-sacrifice. Furthermore, the pavilion is topped with the National Socialist 
allegorical symbol of the eagle. The German pavilion, in many ways, is not fascinating in and of 
itself, as its stylistic components come second to the ideological motivations and the allegorical 
meanings behind its form. In other words, the aesthetics of the political structure are more 
fascinating than the art itself. 
 
Fascist Fascination 
  In her influential essay, ‘Fascinating Fascism,’ Sontag describes the contemporary erotic 
fixation on fascist aesthetics in 1974. She cites high attendance numbers in college classes about 
fascism as well as a general fascination among young people with the irrational and horror; the 
fashion factor of leather boots and Iron Crosses; and the ubiquity of Nazi regalia in 
sadomasochistic subcultures, especially within homosexual circles. This last factor is exposed in 
Kenneth Anger’s 1963 film Scorpio Rising (Fig. 10) which Sontag claims contributes to the 
‘eroticization’ of fascism, further arguing that the Nazi aesthetic “seems impervious to deflation 
by irony or overfamiliarity.”48 Although Sontag’s point may contain some truth proved by the 
continued fascination with Nazi aesthetics today, Anger’s film represents a successful act of 
subversion by reappropriating Nazi costume from a heteroerotic to homoerotic aesthetic through 
overt representation as such. In the same breath, Anger comments on the cult infatuation with 
celebrity through ironic portraits of James Dean, Elvis, and the use of pop music throughout, 
comparing American popular culture with literal symbols of Nazism through direct equation. 
The commodity fetish of consumerism is analogously critiqued through the sensual shots of 
 
48 Susan Sontag. “Fascinating Fascism,” p. 101. 
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motorcycles and the obsessive worship of their riders, carrying with it a critical question of 
which truly dominates the other. Scorpio Rising demonstrates an exercise in antifascist aesthetics 
through re-appropriation. Though Sontag’s point should be heeded – that we should be wary of 
the trivialization of and attraction to fascist imagery and the theatricalization of life more 
generally – it is important to remain optimistic if we are to take seriously the claim that the threat 
of fascism subsists.  
 In the tradition of Barthes, optimism can be uncovered through close critical readings by 
the viewer; not in a way which neglects reality, but as tool to combat the melancholic nihilism of 
predestination. The work of German artist Hans Bellmer, to a young woman living in 2021, 
certainly seems to be predetermined indulgent horror porn and irrefutably misogynist in the 
sexualized violence exercised on pubescent female bodies. Bellmer’s Surrealist photographs of 
La Poupée, most of which date to the 1930s, mobilize the uncanny in the form of a fragmented 
doll, arranged in ways that play on the taboo repulsions and attractions of the viewer. It is 
possible, however, to approach Bellmer’s images of la Poupée from a standpoint of ‘degeneracy’ 
and their denouncement by the Third Reich to help fill in the lines of antifascist artwork. The 
most obvious way to read Bellmer’s work as antifascist is in its opposition to the complete and 
idealized body. In this way we can understand the fragmented body as decidedly antifascist, not 
only in light of the Nazi affinity to the ‘perfect’ body but through its characterization of the 
fragmented body as unideal. A more nuanced perspective might even take Bellmer’s work to be 
degenerate in the way that it illuminates the utopian aestheticization of politics; the never-
identical iterations of la Poupée elude the metaphor of a totally unified body politic seen in Nazi 
propaganda.  
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 In contrast to the less obvious example of Bellmer’s preoccupation with dolls which 
requires some reaching in regard to understanding its antifascist virtues, the 1972 film version of 
Cabaret is plainly antifascist. Steven Belleto’s writing on the movie goes beyond the usual 
surface-layer reading of decadence in Weimar Germany to expand on the Emcee’s ambiguous 
tone and shifting gender presentation as one which unsettles the viewer into contemplation of 
appearance and truth, operating subversively against Nazi aesthetics that “[made] the 
reprehensible palatable” and are “appealing at first blush” only to reveal that “this appeal itself is 
a source of danger.”49 The overt aesthetic dissonance conveyed by the Emcee and at various 
points throughout Cabaret, gives form to the empty, narcissistic, utopian paradoxes of fascism. 
Moreover, if we read the uncanniness of Bellmer’s dolls through this lens, a lens which requires 
us to dig deeper to the source of our discomfort, a similar critique of the fascist sublime as 
presented by the idealized body is readily available.  
 In summary, what is fascinating about fascism is its ability to sublimate the homogeneous 
political realm into the heterogeneous realm of erotic power dynamics. In line with Sontag’s 
argument, the continued fascist fascination is significant because it speaks to the power wielded 
by the aestheticization of politics through manipulative appeal to affective states; simplified, 
banal, or spectacular though they may be. The survival of fascist fascination throughout the 20th 
century into today is testament alone to the continued necessity to address this subject matter in a 
highly critical nuanced manner which refuses excessive binary imbalance and the nihilistic 
romanticization of self-destruction. Contrary to Sontag’s claims, the reperformance of 
eroticization (re-eroticizing) fascist aesthetics can be an effective act of subversion as 
demonstrated in Anger’s Scorpio Rising. Furthermore, the theoretical application of Barthes’ 
 
49 Steven Belletto. “’Cabaret and Antifascist Aesthetics” in Criticism 50.4 (2008): 612. 
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death of the author allows for the authoritarian refusal of interpretation, mandated under 
totalitarian rule and implicit in the traditional power imbalance between artist and viewer, to be 
overcome as demonstrated by the retrospective ability to interpret subversive implications into 
Bellmer’s works which are not proven to have that intention. Finally, Cabaret illustrates how a 
work of subversion can appropriate the very tactics of destabilization and paradox in order to 




















Ultimately, this project represents a departure from the typical thesis in that it was a primarily 
guided by indulgent curiosity into a topic of general interest as opposed to crafting a thorough 
argument within a narrowed frame. This interest, which truly and quickly metamorphosed into a 
fascination, was prompted by a summer that was in part defined by social media posts bullet-
pointing the tenants of fascism, communicating implicitly or explicitly a belief that fascism was 
yet again on the rise. The combination of an already extant fixation on Buchloh’s argument, 
within which I detected the foundations of the reactionary dramatics and oversimplification 
demonstrated by the infographics and stylized text posts on Instagram, and the cultural 
revisitation of the fascist discourse appeared to be a compelling and possibly significant 
intersection.  
One hunch that was confirmed by this project was that many of the discursive topics 
‘tackled’ by social media activism were already hashed out in the theoretical discourses of the 
mid to late 20th century. Generally, what seems to be lacking today is the ability to not only look 
at history critically but also build from what has already been established. Ignorance to history 
can be the product of any number of things but overall, what appears to be occurring, is the 
internalization of the deconstructive developments of postmodernity and the inability to see the 
problematic elements of earlier theory as an opportunity to critically expand on a discourse. In 
other words, one problematic element seems to outlaw the ability to discuss a subject. This is not 
a nostalgic or Romantic view of history, but an optimistic one that understands that productive 
discourse can be produced through dialectical push and pull, not avoidance.  
During my research, I came across a Banksy piece from 2013 that is representative of this 
phenomenon, entitled The Banality of the Banality of Evil. Viewing this work, we are positioned 
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behind a seated Nazi soldier who is painted onto a sublime Romantic landscape (which does, in 
fact, feature a mountain) widely understood to have been originally painted by little known Nazi 
artist ‘K. Sager.’ Is it helpful to critique Arendt’s notion of the banality of evil in this way? 
Banksy’s work comes across as a bit more sympathetic to the contemplative Nazi than to Arendt, 
as we see the same view as him. If it is meant to be understood as a representation of Arendt’s 
view, implying that she is sympathetic to Nazism or excuses it through the notion of banality, it 
is a gross misinterpretation of her writing that sloppily rewords earlier, more thought-provoking 
critiques. Ultimately, the sale of the work, allegedly earning $615,000, meant to benefit charity, 
fell through. As with many other of Banksy’s ‘transformative’ or ‘brave’ statements about 
society, it seems obvious that it is simply a publicity stunt. As mentioned in earlier pages, the 
spectacular consumerism of the 1980s now seems tame in relation to the way that artists today do 
not only sell out themselves but also sell out earnest social movements for the sake of ‘hype.’ 
Arendt’s theoretical developments should certainly be subject to criticism, but The Banality of 
the Banality of Evil shows a frivolous engagement with what was a serious theoretical 
development.   
It is the hope of this project to offer insight, as a lens, into the current political aesthetics of 
contemporary Western culture as inherited by the legacies of modernism and postmodernism in 
regard to despotism and tyranny. Perhaps more importantly, however, this project aims to 
instigate personal consideration of how these psychological attributes, their patterns, and their 
meanings, manifest today throughout the contemporary art world, political spheres across party 
lines, and the new regimes of technocracy. The alarming situation we now find ourselves should 
be taken seriously, and the reductive work of artists like Banksy are not only unhelpful but also 
disturbingly indicative of how dire extreme aestheticization of our world is in 2021. If the 
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Banksy critique seems too basic (maybe even banal), one needs not look further than the 
utopianism of the digital world, the encouraged narcissism of social media, the nihilistic fixation 
on destruction throughout both conservative and liberal political parties, and the perceivable shift 
toward unreality. It is quite possible that our world is closer to excessive heterogeneity now than 











Haacke, Hans. Hommage to Marcel Broodthaers (1982).  











Schnabel, Julian. Portrait of Alan Moss (1983). From popular ‘Plate Series.’ This series was first 




















Futurist pamphlet from an exhibition of 47 manifesti published by the Italian Futurists during the 
early 20th century, presented by Luce Marinetti Barbi,  

















Carrà, Carlo. Interventionist Demonstration (Patriotic Holiday - Free-World Painting) (1914). 
Carrà’s work demonstrates the confusion of time and space, illustrating elements of the present 



















Longo, Robert. Untitled (1980) from his ‘Men in the Cities’ series. Works drawn from 




















Breker, Arno. Die Partei (The Party) (1939). One of two mirroring sculptures that stood at that 









Maggi, Cesare. A winter landscape. Maggi’s work illustrates the mountain’s ‘purity’ through 














Fig. 8  
 
 






Reifenstahl, Leni. Olympia: Diving Sequence (1936). From Olympia II, a dramatic showcase of 
athletic ability heightened by mounting heroic music. Still shows one instance of a diver in the 
crucifix formation. 
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